Evidence that APC regulates survivin expression: a possible mechanism contributing to the stem cell origin of colon cancer.
Because colorectal cancers (CRCs) frequently display APC mutation, inhibition of apoptosis, and increased expression of the antiapoptotic protein survivin, we hypothesized that APC mutation inhibits apoptosis by allowing constitutive survivin expression. Using HT-29 CRC cell lines having inducible wild-type APC (wt-APC) or transfected dominant-negative TCF-4, we show that wt-APC down-regulates survivin expression via APC/beta-catenin/TCF-4 signaling. Using normal colonic epithelium, we found survivin by immunostaining/reverse transcription-PCR to be preferentially expressed in the lower crypt (which inversely correlates with wt-APC's expression pattern). Thus, wt-APC, by progressively decreasing survivin and increasing apoptosis from crypt bottom to top, may limit the population size of stem cells and other proliferative cells in the lower crypt; mutant APC may allow expansion of these populations, thereby initiating tumorigenesis.